Fecal Immunochemical Tests (FIT) vs. Office-Based Guaiac Fecal Occult Blood Test (FOBT)

Fecal occult blood tests (FOBT) continue to have an important place in screening for colorectal cancer as they serve to identify people who are more likely to have neoplasia and so direct them to colonoscopy. There are two main FOBT technologies: guaiac or gFOBT and fecal immunochemical tests or FIT. They are quite different from each other in their biological, behavioural, clinical and technological characteristics. The criteria for the ideal FOBT are best met by FIT. With FIT, the whole sampling process is simplified for the individual, especially if the brush-sampling technology is used. Clinical performance is also better with FIT as they have a better sensitivity:specificity ratio. Ideally, sampling for FOBT are done at home at the convenience of the individual. In this setting, people are most willing to undertake FOBT of the brush-sampling FIT type.

INTRODUCTION

Fecal occult blood tests (FOBT) have a very real place in screening for colorectal cancer (CRC) (1). Their value is proven in randomized controlled trials at the population level. They meet WHO requirements (2) in that they are simple tests which serve to select out those with a higher probability of having CRC (3) to whom diagnostic, perhaps therapeutic, colonoscopy is then directed. Just as we use indicators of high risk to determine who gets surveillance colonoscopy, i.e. family history and past history of adenomas (3,4), the FOBT serves to profile risk. In fact, the person with a positive FOBT result is much more likely to have neoplasia than the person with a family history or past neoplasia.

It is important that a screening test, which is directed at healthy people, have an impact measurable at the population level (4). People are inherently reluctant to undergo invasive and inconvenient tests for screening such as colonoscopy without strong motiva-
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tion. Indeed, colonoscopic screening of everyone must be considered very carefully when a minority, only about 4%–7%, will develop CRC.

**Fecal Occult Blood Test (FOBT) Technologies**

There is a range of types of tests for blood products in feces collectively referred to as FOBT (3–5). FOBT should be really qualified, however, to more accurately reflect the actual technology employed since they are by no means similar. The main commercial FOBT technologies detect either of two classes of hemoglobin product in feces. The guaiac FOBT (gFOBT) detect heme while fecal immunochemical tests (FIT) detect globin (Figure 1).

Detection of heme by gFOBT is dependent on the peroxidase activity of heme. Dietary peroxidases (found in a range of certain fruit and vegetables especially if raw) can cause false-positive results with gFOBT [see 3]. Antioxidants such as vitamin C may interfere with the chemistry of the reaction to cause false-negative results (see 4). Dietary heme from red meat also causes false positives (6). Heme is also reasonably stable in the gut and gFOBT may detect bleeding from any site in the GI tract although they are more sensitive for lower GI bleeding (3). This means that gFOBT are not selective for bleeding from colon/rectum.

Detection of globin is based on antibodies which are generally specific for human hemoglobin and some of its lumenally-derived degradation products (3–5). FITs are not subject to interference by diet or drugs and do not require prostration of any foods or drugs prior to sampling feces. As globin is rapidly digested in stomach and small intestine, FITs are much more selective for occult bleeding of colorectal origin than are gFOBT (3,5).

**The Ideal FOBT**

The primary use of gFOBT and FIT is in screening for colorectal cancer (CRC). They should therefore meet the requirements of WHO for tests used in population-based screening (2). Table 1 lists the ideal characteristics, considering what is involved in the screening process.

Ability to select out those most likely to have neoplasia is embodied in the pre-test/post-test likelihood ratio (3,4), or in more familiar terms, reflects the balance of sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity facilitates detection of those with significant neoplasia while specificity effectively determines the number of colonoscopies needed.

![Figure 1. Schema for hemoglobin breakdown in feces and associated issues with the two FOBT technologies.](image)

**Table 1**

**Characteristics of the ideal FOBT.**

**Sampling**

- Convenient, without need to attend a physician.
- Readily organizable, without need for diet and drug restrictions.
- Acceptable, with easy and simple fecal sampling.

**Performance**

- Selective for colorectal bleeding.
- Able to select out those most likely to have neoplasia and to whom diagnostic colonoscopic resources are applied.

**Tests development:**

- Suitable for mass development of large numbers in a short time.
- Subject to ready quality control and objective reading of results with a stable, instrument-readable endpoint.
OVERVIEW OF gFOBT PERFORMANCE

The role of gFOBT is clearly established in screening for CRC. A program of regular biennial screening with the Hemoccult II® gFOBT significantly reduces population mortality on an intention-to-screen basis by 15%–18% (7,8). Once-off sensitivity of Hemoccult II® is generally in the order of 35%–50% [see 9] although repeated annual screening increases sensitivity to 80% (10).

Several methods have been implemented in efforts to improve sensitivity. One is rehydration of fecal samples prior to development (10). Rehydrated Hemoccult II achieved a more substantial (33%) reduction in mortality from CRC (10) and also reduced incidence in the long term by 20% (11).

The performance characteristics of gFOBT are summarised in Table 2. In view of these trial results, many bodies have issued guidelines recommending that FOBT screening be undertaken, along with screening by other modalities (1,12).

While rehydrated Hemoccult II is more sensitive, it has poor specificity, caused by activation of plant peroxidases resulting from rehydration of fecal smears (13). It is therefore not recommended. Hemoccult II has been compared to rehydrated Hemoccult in two large studies: the Minnesota randomized controlled trial (10) and the Texas (MD Anderson Cancer Center) screening study (14). In the Minnesota study, the positivity rate of unhydrated Hemoccult was 2.4% and rehydration increased it to 9.8%. In the MD Anderson study, the positivity rates were 5% and 14.6% respectively.

In practice, dietary restriction can be confined to red meat alone by waiting three days before develop-
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Table 3
Shortcomings of guaiac-based FOBT (gFOBT)

- Restrictions on diet and drugs needed to optimize specificity and sensitivity, especially for the sensitive gFOBT.
- Generally use non-preferred spatula-sampling of stools with stool needing to be kept clear of toilet bowl water.
- Not selective for colorectal bleeding.
- Office-based testing might lead to increased false-positive results and suboptimal number of samples.
- Endpoint is transient and can be difficult to read.
- Sensitivity for cancer is suboptimal for less sensitive versions.
- More sensitive versions are subject to unpredictably high false-positive rates.
- Not suitable for mass-development or reading.

SHORTCOMINGS OF gFOBT

Even though of proven use, gFOBT are being used less often (1) for the reasons (Table 3) that they do not meet the criteria required of an ideal test (Table 1).

Use of gFOBT in the office setting is also a concern. Usually only one sample rather than the recommended three is obtained. The patient has rarely undertaken dietary preparation and so increases the risk of false-positives. There is always the concern that digital rectal examination will generate minor trauma and so lead to a positive result.

THE CHANGING FACE OF SCREENING

Screening for colorectal cancer (CRC) has several perspectives—that which applies to the individual and that which applies to the population (4). The imperatives for each are different.

The traditional mode has been a face-to-face meeting between the individual and a health professional—sometimes referred to as case-finding or individualistic screening. Here, the person can be assessed for symptoms and level of risk. What is offered is done in the context of counselling. Duty of care and what is best drives the decision-making—cost-effectiveness tends not to be a prime issue.

Population screening is becoming increasingly prominent. It seeks, through a common often impersonal approach, to engage individuals in at least some form of preventive activity—in effect, anything is better than nothing. Hence, if one seeks to have screening impact on CRC outcomes at the population level, simplicity, acceptability, feasibility and low initial cost with proven cost-effectiveness are needed. Many thousands will be tested in a short time-frame often without ability to ascertain presence of symptoms or to profile risk.

Even the approach of population screening is changing. Specificity itself has been a major consideration in the past (3), but now, as we see a trend to recommend screening by colonoscopy itself, specificity is seen as being less of an issue than sensitivity (1) and ability to detect advanced adenomas, not just cancer, is important.

OVERVIEW OF FIT CHARACTERISTICS

FITs appear well-placed to overcome the shortcomings of gFOBT and fit into this changing face of screening.
They have an inherent biological advantage with their selectivity for colorectal bleeding (3,5).

They are not subject to exogenous influences by diet and drugs and this provides a behavioural advantage for better participation. Removal of typical dietary restrictions for a guaiac test (see 3) can increase participation significantly in a country where red meat consumption is relatively high (19).

Stool-sampling processes have also evolved with FIT. The original wooden spatula used with early gFOBTs required multiple sampling from the surface of the stool which was ideally kept clear of the toilet bowl water. FITs have incorporated newer approaches. Some require a probe to be inserted into the stool (e.g., Bayer detect™ version of Fujirebio’s Magstream® test) while others simply sample toilet bowl water from around the immersed stool (InSure®/InForm®, Enterix Inc.). Such new approaches may provide behavioural advantages if they are preferred over the older methods. But they also require validation as reliable means of achieving a representative sample. These points are further discussed below.

gFOBT are designed for small-scale in-office use; population screening requires rapid processing and development of many samples. With several commercially-available types, automated development is possible (e.g. Bayer detect™, Enterix’s InSure). It is desirable to automate the reading of test end-points as well and this is also possible for several FIT. Some can give quantified endpoints although none is FDA-approved for this at present. Quantification facilitates standardization of methodology and maintenance of quality control. It also allows for adjusting the cut-off level for detecting fecal occult blood and deciding on who to colonoscope (3,20).

COMPARISON OF FIT WITH gFOBT

While FITs have not been compared to gFOBT in controlled trials of screening using CRC mortality as the end-point, several studies using informative surrogate end points have compared earlier commercially-configured FITs to several versions of gFOBT. This has been critically reviewed in detail and a full discussion is beyond the scope of this review (see 9).

HemeSelect® is a stick-sampling FIT that was originally developed as Inmudia®/HemSp by Fujirebio, (Tokyo, Japan) and has now evolved into the commercial tests Magstream HemSp and Bayer detect™. It has been extensively studied and shown in screening studies to detect more neoplasms than Hemoccult (17,18,21). Although it does not obviously appear to yield more neoplasms than HemoccultSensa, it provides an improved balance of sensitivity to specificity in that it is as sensitive but considerably more specific (18).

*FlexSure OBT™* is a spatula-sampling FIT that has been accepted by FDA as a reference point (22) but it has not remained commercially available. A new brush-sampling FIT—InSure—compares well with it for sensitivity and specificity (22).

Overall, FIT with published data to support performance can be expected to have a better sensitivity:specificity balance than do gFOBT and so perform better in selecting out those who are more likely to have neoplasia.

BRUSH-SAMPLING FIT

Most FIT use a variation of stick-based sampling of the stool although in most instances this has evolved from the wooden spatula used with the commonest gFOBT to a simple probe that once used to sample the stool is placed into a plastic tube with preservative.

In an effort to develop a more acceptable and simpler sampling methodology, a brush-based sampling technique has been developed. The participant is asked to sample toilet bowl water from the surface of the immersed stool by swishing the brush in the bowl. This has been combined with an immunogold membrane test which uses a dual antibody system specific for human hemoglobin. The resultant InSure test (Enterix Inc., also known as InForm in Australia) provides an endpoint which is stable (Figure 2) and highly readable by eye as well as by optical technology that allows quantification (23). Sample card development can be done completely by robot.

Initial pre-screening evaluations of this brush-sampling FIT showed it to have similar specificity and sensitivity to the FIT *FlexSure OBT* (22).

In an evaluation of the acceptability of the brush-sampling methodology to the general population, three randomly selected cohorts in urban Adelaide were allocated to a mail offer of either Hemoccult (spatula-sam-
FIT vs. FOBT

Figure 3. Effect of test technology on participatory behaviour in population screening for colorectal cancer (23).

Figure 4. Fecal hemoglobin concentrations in patients with neoplasia. Concentrations are expressed as intensity ratio relative to control line, measured using an adaptation of the InSure test where the endpoint is quantified by an optical device. Normal n = 166, cancer n = 22, adenoma n = 18. Each group is significantly different from the other, p < 0.05.

Quantification of the fecal immunochromatographic test strips was determined using a prototype machine reader and computer software developed by Larry Lapointe and Howard Chandler. After digital image acquisition and processing, each immunochromatographic result was quantified based on the ratio of the colloidal gold signal found at the hemoglobin test line to the corresponding signal of the internal control line. For quantification purposes, this ratio is referred to as the Intensity Ratio.

method. By 12 weeks, participation with InSure testing was almost double that of Hemoccult (40% vs 24%).

Because the sampling method is novel, it was evaluated for its ability to provide quantified results that differentiated between those who had cancers or adenomas and those who were normal at colonoscopy. A novel optical method for digital image acquisition and processing of the immunochromatographic result was specifically developed for this purpose (Larry La Pointe, Howard Chandler, personal communication). The results, shown in Figure 4, clearly show good differentiation between these three clinical groups. They also show that people with adenomas may bleed.

A direct within-individual comparison of InSure with Hemoccult Sensa is now underway and has been reported in abstract form (24). Two populations were asked to sample two stools using the brush-sampling technique of InSure and three with the Hemoccult device, prior to colonoscopy: a) Community screening (n = 443), all those positive by qualitative endpoint were colonoscopy; b) Colonoscopic examination for high risk settings (n = 202). Predetermined diagnostic categories were allocated independent of FOBT result. InSure was significantly more sensitive than Hemoccult Sensa, detecting 16/18 cancers compared to 9/18. It also detected significantly more adenomas 27/51 versus 18/51. False-positive rates were similar at 7.8% and 7.0% respectively. Expressed in another way, InSure resulted in 21 more colonoscopies being done than did Hemoccult SENSa but it detected 7 more with cancers and 9 more with adenomas.

AVAILABILITY OF FIT

On the international scene, FIT have been well accepted in terms of reimbursement and/or government-funded national programs in countries such as Australia and Japan. Other countries are planning to follow.

In the USA, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) have expanded the range of screening options covered under the Congressionally-mandated Medicare colorectal cancer screening benefit, to include annual screening using FIT. This paves the way for appropriate reimbursement.
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CONCLUSIONS

FOBT continue to have an important place in screening for colorectal cancer as they serve to identify people who are more likely to have neoplasia and so direct them to colonoscopy. There are two main FOBT technologies: guaiac-based and immunochemical-based. They are quite different from each other in their biological, behavioural, clinical and technological characteristics. The criteria for the ideal FOBT are best met by FIT. With FIT, the whole sampling process is simplified for the individual, especially if the brush-sampling technology is used. Clinical performance is also better with FIT as they have a better sensitivity:specificity ratio. In this setting, people are most willing to undertake FOBT of the brush-sampling FIT type. FIT should replace gFOBT as the simple and inexpensive approach to population-based screening for CRC.
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